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”

SEFA is enabling private
sector investments in
renewable energy and
energy efficiency projects
on the African continent

“
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Alex RUGAMBA
Director

Energy, Environment and Climate
Change Department
The African Development Bank Group

F

ollowing its fourth year of operations,
the Sustainable Energy Fund for Africa
has already committed over USD 50 million
-out of a total USD 95 million capitalizationto enable future private sector investments
in renewable energy and energy efficiency
projects on the African continent. Aligned
with the African Development Bank’s
strategic priorities of inclusive and green
growth, and its “New Deal for Energy for
Africa’s” goal of universal energy access
by 2025, SEFA’s activities are also leading
to job creation and human development
through the use of sustainable, affordable
and reliable clean energy.

were approved for a combined total of
approximately USD 10 million. This illustrates
not only the overwhelming demand for such
assistance in the region, but also the level
of awareness being created about the Fund
through its active participation in regional
activities.
Looking ahead to 2016 and beyond, SEFA
is well positioned with a team of experts
and partners to deliver on its commitments
as it scales-up its interventions in project
origination, seed financing and advisory
services. Maintaining the Fund’s current
momentum will go a long way in achieving
the overall goals of connecting 150,000 small
businesses and households to electricity;
raising an additional 500 megawatts
of renewable energy in the energy mix;
creating 450 jobs; and helping reduce or
avoid 3 million tons of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere by the end of 2018.

With an active portfolio of 21 projects in
16 countries, including three multinational
projects, across its three components
-project
preparation
grants,
equity
investments and enabling environmentSEFA has consolidated its role as catalytic
partner for renewable energy in Africa. SEFA’s
project preparation and equity components
currently represent an investment pipeline
of USD 711 million in investments and 230
megawatts.

While the African continent is endowed
with vast renewable energy sources, it
is not endowed with an infinite supply of
assistance to properly tap into them. As a
result, SEFA will continue to leverage the
AfDB’s experience and convening power
to play a key role in helping unlock this
potential by scaling-up investments in smallto medium- sized renewable energy and
energy efficiency projects.

In the course of 2015, the SEFA Secretariat
screened 115 project preparation funding
requests alone, across diverse technologies,
sizes and geographies. Meanwhile, seven
projects from across the three components
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I-INTRODUCTION
The Sustainable Energy Fund for Africa
The Sustainable Energy Fund for Africa (SEFA) was conceptualized to unlock
investments in sustainable energy across the continent, with a view of increasing
access to modern energy services and stimulating employment and growth.
Renewable resources are abundant in Africa. Endowed with solar, wind, biomass, hydro and
geothermal power, the continent’s renewable energy stores can compete with conventional
technologies 1 . Scalable, suitable to feed into national and regional grids, and increasingly
attractive in price 2 , renewable energy provides a sustainable means to supplement the
continent’s energy deficit.
In many African countries, clean energy projects are potentially viable from both technical
and commercial perspectives, but initial development costs, lack of start-up capital, limited
know-how of project financing and an inadequate enabling environment, often prevent these
projects from becoming a reality. Given the significant contribution to addressing the massive
power deficits in Africa currently holding back economic growth and socio-economic
development such projects could make, it is essential to harness this tremendous renewable
resource potential.
To address these challenges, the Sustainable Energy Fund for Africa (SEFA) was developed
jointly with the African Development Bank (AfDB) and Government of Denmark in 2011
with an initial pledge of USD 52 million. In September 2013, the United States Government
contributed USD 20 million to SEFA, in effect converting SEFA into a multi-donor facility.
In December 2014, the United Kingdom joined SEFA with a pledge of GBP 10 million
1
2

See IRENA, Africa 2030 Remap, 2014
See IEA
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(approximately equivalent to USD 15 million) and in late December 2015, the Government
of Italy joined the fund with a total contribution of EUR 7.4 million (approximately equivalent
to USD 8 million). By the end of 2015, the total capitalization of SEFA was USD 95 million.
Up until now, the AfDB has been a lead financier of large clean energy projects on the
continent. Through SEFA, the Bank is now able to scale-up its engagement in the small to
medium-sized renewable energy and energy efficiency spaces as well. Through its early
stage involvement, SEFA is well positioned to play a catalytic role in supporting sustainable,
private sector led economic growth in African countries through the efficient utilization of
presently untapped renewable energy resources.
Through its support to small and medium-scale private sector projects within the renewable
energy (RE) and energy efficiency (EE) sectors in Africa, SEFA is able to contribute to the
bankability of projects and enable sponsors to leverage financing (both equity and debt)
for successful implementation. SEFA also provides enabling environment grants aimed at
improving the regulatory and policy framework for investments in sustainable energy.
The following financing options are available through SEFA :
(i)

Project preparation grants to bring medium-scale renewable energy generation
and energy efficiency projects to bankability;

(ii)

Equity investments to bridge the financing gap for small -and medium- scale
renewable energy generation projects; and

(iii) Enabling environment grants for creating and improving the environment for
private investments in on-grid and mini-grid projects, as well as upstream
Sustainable Energy for All initiative activities.

5
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Among the many benefits of SEFA, the main expected impacts include : job creation, private
sector led growth, and human development through the use of sustainable (affordable,
reliable, clean) energy. The estimated results expected at the end of 2018 are the following :

SEFA Key Results – Targets for 2018

1 billion USD
raised for renewable
energy projects

150,000

new connections
for SMEs and households

3 million

tons of CO2 equivalent
reduced or avoided.

500 MW

of renewable energy
in the energy mix

450

direct jobs created
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SEFA is fully aligned with the AfDB Strategy for 2013-2022 3 primary objectives, which include
the promotion of inclusive and green growth in Africa, as well as the Bank’s energy policy
which postulates the promotion of energy access and increased penetration of renewable
energy sources. SEFA is also aligned with the Sustainable Energy for All initiative (SE4All) and
works closely with the SE4All Africa Hub hosted by the AfDB.
SEFA is also expected to be instrumental in contributing to achieving the ambitious targets set
out in the New Energy Deal for Africa by delivering bankable RE and EE projects throughout the
continent and capitalizing on synergies with other initiatives and institutions to concretize these
projects.

Program Operations and Guidelines
SEFA is housed and managed at the AfDB’s Energy, Environment and Climate Change Department,
governed by an Oversight Committee and administered in accordance with the AfDB’s procedures,
rules and policy guidelines.4 The AfDB’s Resource Mobilization and External Finance Department
provides fiduciary oversight. Project origination, review and approval processes are managed
through various steps in accordance with approved operational guidelines.
SEFA Financing Components

*Includes solar, wind, hydro, geothermal and stranded gas
** The African Renewable Energy Fund (AREF) manager
***As part of a total envelope of USD 200 million provided by other investors in Africa Renewable Energy Fund
**** Includes USD 15 million for green mini-grid activities
3
4

For more information on AfDB’s Strategy for 2013-2022, please visit : http : //www.afdb.org/en/about-us/afdbs-strategy/.
For more information on AfDB’s policies and procedures, please visit : http : //www.afdb.org/en/projects-and-operations/procurement/
resources-for-borrowers/policies-procedures/.
7
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II-PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS FOR 2015
Component I : Project Preparation Grants
Approvals for projects in Chad (Solar PV), Guinea Bissau (Hydro), and Cabo Verde
(Wave), for a total of USD 2.7 million, expected to result in over 80 MW of extra
capacity and USD 163 million in capital expenditure, were made.
The SEFA Secretariat reviewed and screened 115 funding requests, several
sponsors of which benefited from coaching by SEFA experts.
The first disbursement was processed for two projects : Djibouti Lake Assal and
Tanzania Jumeme.

Component II : Equity Investments
The African Renewable Energy Fund (AREF) reached its third and final close in
March 2015 raising its total capital to USD 200 million with significant commercial
capital.
In 2015, AREF approved one investment : a 13 MW hydro power plant in
Uganda (Bugoye). A total of USD 8.6 million (35%) was disbursed on equity of a
USD 25 million allocation.
AREF has already provided funds to nine potential projects through the SEFAfunded Project Support Facility (PSF), disbursing USD 1.8 million of a USD 10
million envelope.

Component III : Enabling Environment Grants
SEFA approved three enabling environment grants for a total amount of USD 2.6
million, primarily focused on “green” mini-grids.
A USD 1 million grant for phase I of the SE4All Africa Hub’s Green Mini-Grid
Market Development Programme (GMG/MDP) to strengthen the ecosystem for
GMG projects in Africa was approved.
A USD 0.86 million grant to the Government of Rwanda to carry out mini-grid
feasibility studies in 20 sites and prepare a roll-out plan to engage private investors
was approved.
A USD 0.74 million grant to the Government of Mozambique to support
implementation of the country’s Feed-in-Tariff Law and preparation of the minigrid regulatory framework was approved.

8
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Jumeme Rural Power Supply (Tanzania) Project won the “Power
Transaction of Year 2015” award
This prize was delivered at the East Africa Power Industry Awards held in
Nairobi, Kenya. The project involves the development and operation of a
large portfolio (136 villages) of independent solar-hybrid mini-grids in rural
growth centers in Tanzania and the first sites have been commissioned
in early 2016. This is also a “Power Africa” project with grant support
through OPIC’s Africa Clean Energy Facility (ACEF).

Other achievements :
• New donor – The Republic of Italy made a USD 8 million commitment to SEFA.
• Co-organization of events – SEFA helped organize the West Africa Forum for Clean Energy
Financing II, AfDB Energy Week, and a high-level energy meeting.
• SEFA participated in the Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Program (SREP) joint missions to Ghana,
Rwanda, Benin and Uganda both to support Investment Plan design and identify opportunities for
SEFA funding under a wider renewable energy agenda.

Project portfolio across the three components
SEFA currently has an active portfolio of 20 projects in 15 countries, including three multinational
projects, totaling USD 21,53 million in commitments across its three components. The project
preparation and equity components currently represent a total of USD 892 million in investments
and 305 MW of installed capacity.
9
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* Only equity and PSF amounts for projects that reached the Final Investment Committee (FIC)

In 2015, SEFA cancelled two “project preparation” grants. One for the Khalladi Wind Power project
in Morocco and the other for the Windiga Solar PV project in Burkina-Faso. The implementation
of the SEFA grant in Morocco was pending confirmation of the Bank's participation in the project
financing which did not happen. The SEFA team attempted to restructure the grant to finance
other eligible activities, but by then most of the preparation activities were already completed.
The cancellation of the Windiga Solar PV project in Burkina-Faso was due to the non-fulfillment
of specific requirements by the sponsor and some major structural issues relating to the project
raised by the Bank’s private sector team and never addressed by the sponsor.
10
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892
305
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III-Project Approvals in 2015
Component I : Project Preparation Grants
The project preparation grant request component provides financial and technical assistance to
facilitate pre-investment activities of commercially viable private sector medium-scale projects.
Grants are awarded on a cost-sharing basis to fund specific development activities, from feasibility
up to financial close. During 2015, SEFA approved three preparation grants valued at USD 2.67
million to projects in Chad, Guinea-Bissau and Cabo Verde, which will add 80 MW to the grid.
Chad : Starsol 40 MW Solar PV Power Plant
Grant of USD 780,000 to Starsol for the
Key Results
Target
development, construction and operation of a
first phase solar PV grid-connected plant near
Generation capacity
40 MW
N’Djamena in Chad under an Independent
Permanent jobs created
33
Power Producer (IPP) scheme, expected to
Debt and equity leverage
USD 80 million
be extended to 100 MW in a second phase.
SEFA’s assistance will cover : (i) technical
assistance for the completion of the plant design, (ii) a grid study, (iii) legal and financial structuring
of a sound IPP through lender’s advisors, and (iii) an audit of the grant use. The first phase of this
project will help increase installed capacity by 45% and provide reliable power to address power
shortages hampering economic growth. It will also contribute to diversifying the country’s energy
mix with a clean energy source and to promoting technology transfer, thus stimulating the creation
of skilled and semi-skilled jobs. Overall, the project will help Chad meet its growing electricity
demand with a reliable and affordable electricity supply and promote clean energy production
through solar power thereby reducing CO2 emissions.
Guinea-Bissau : Saltinho 40 MW Hydro Power Plant
Grant of USD 965,000 to the Organization
Key Results
Target
pour la Mise en Valeur du Fleuve Gambie
(OMVG) for the design, construction and
Generation capacity
20 to 54 MW
operation of a turnkey run-of-river hydropower
GHG emissions reduction
90,000 ton/year
station in Guinea Bissau (“Saltinho”), on the
Debt and equity leverage
USD 83 million
Corubal River. The greenfield plant is to be
interconnected by a transmission line to Bissau
within the framework of the regional project by the OMVG, co-financed by AfDB. Under a common
initiative of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization UNIDO, Global Environmental
Facility and ECOWAS Regional Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency, AfDB was
invited to help create an enabling environment for renewable energy investments in Guinea
Bissau, and in particular, to support the development of Saltinho to bankability and subsequent
tendering to the private sector. Potential off-takers include power utilities of OMVG countries and
private mining operators. SEFA is covering the feasibility study and the design of the adequate
institutional and financial scheme. This regional project will boost the total installed capacity in the
country, lead to energy diversification and significantly decrease the average cost of production to
USD 0.50 per kWh. Furthermore, the project will : (i) initiate the development of a domestic power
generation sector that relies on an abundant and clean source that provides highly reliable power,
12
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and can thus fuel the economic development of Guinea Bissau; (ii) facilitate knowledge transfer
through capacity building occurring during the construction and management of the project; (iii)
serve as a model for future private sector investments in the country, and will therefore have a high
demonstration effect; and (iii) reduce the heavy overdependence on expensive, imported diesel
and environmentally unfriendly heavy fuel oil.
Cabo Verde : Wave2o - Reverse-osmosis
Desalination Plant Powered Solely by Wave Energy
Grant of USD 930,000 to Resolute Marine
Key Results
Target
Energy (RME) for the development of a reverseosmosis desalination plant powered solely by
Generation capacity
4,000 m3/day
wave energy. The project will be located in
GHG
emissions
reduction
5,400
ton/year
Cabo Verde and will be the first wave-powered
desalination system in the world. SEFA
Debt and equity leverage
USD 20 million
assistance will cover local feasibility studies to
assess the physical characteristics of the demonstration project and technical feasibility studies to
adapt the Wave2O™ design to local conditions in Cabo Verde. These activities will enable RME
to conduct trials of a pilot-scale system in Cabo Verde and secure a commercial agreement with
Electra (the water and power utility of Cabo Verde), which will precede the deployment of the first
commercial-scale Wave2O™ system. It is projected to have a capacity of 4,000 m3/day and will
supply more than 48,000 people with clean fresh water. The wave-powered system will further
avoid 5,400 metric tons of CO2/year.

Component II : Equity Investments
The equity investment financing component seeks to address the lack of access to early stage
capital for small- and medium-sized projects, as well as the limited managerial and technical
capability of small-scale entrepreneurs and developers. The SEFA equity capital combined with a
dedicated technical assistance envelope is deployed by the SEFA co-sponsored Africa Renewable
Energy Fund (AREF), a Sub-Saharan Africa (exc. South Africa) private equity fund solely focused
on small- and medium-sized (5-50 MW) independent power projects utilizing solar, wind, biomass,
hydro, as well as, geothermal and stranded gas technologies.
Investment decisions are the sole responsibility of AREF’s Fund Manager, Berkeley Energy LLC,
subject to the terms of the AREF fund agreements. The SEFA Secretariat provides general
oversight to AREF implementation and collaborates on project identification.
AREF reached its third and final close in September 2015 at USD 200 million capitalization
with significant commercial capital. Besides SEFA and AfDB, investors include : West African
Development Bank, Ecowas Bank for Investment and Development, European Investment
Bank, FMO, Global Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy Fund, Global Environment Facility,
HUMBIRD, Calvert Investments, CDC Group, BIO, APC, OeEB - the Development Bank of Austria,
Wallace Global Fund, Sonen Capital and the Fund Manager, Berkeley Energy.
13
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Corbetti Geothermal - Ethiopia

In 2015, AREF invested in an already operational 13 MW hydropower plant in Uganda (Bugoye
HPP) which is expected to lead to an immediate income stream and provide AREF an in-house
team with strong operational experience for further development of hydro projects in East Africa.
This investment is added to the current greenfield portfolio : a 10 MW geothermal plant in Ethiopia
(Corbetti Geothermal) with a second 50 MW phase to follow this, a 42 MW hydropower plant in
Uganda (Achwa HPP) with an additional earlier stage 42 MW hydro development further upstream
on the same river. These investments form part of a wider pipeline worth over 300 MW of new
capacity covering a range of renewable energy technologies including wind and solar.
SEFA is also funding a USD 10 million Project Support Facility (PSF) to support the development of
early stage renewable energy projects under AREF. The PSF will be used for : (i) energy resource
assessments, (ii) socioeconomic and environmental studies, (iii) technical and legal due diligence,
(iv) down payments, (v) geotechnical site investigation and assessments, and (vi) in-house technical
assistance towards the pre-screening of specific and targeted deal flow opportunities.
At the end of 2015, nine projects that went through AREF initial screening have received PSF
funding, totalling USD 1.76 million which corresponds to 12% of the funds allocated by SEFA for
the PSF.

14
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*FIC- Final Investment Committee
IS – Initial Screening

Component III : Enabling Environment Grants
Launched in the first quarter of 2014, the enabling environment grant component supports
activities, especially those of the public sector, that work toward the creation of an enabling
environment for private investments in sustainable energy in Africa. This includes advisory and
implementation of regulatory and policy regimes that provide clear and predictable rules for RE
project development and operation and capacity building activities which allow the public sector
to act as a reliable and creditworthy counterpart to such projects. Component III also allows SEFA
to better align with the SE4All initiative by supporting preparatory, sector planning and capacitybuilding activities arising from the AfDB-hosted SE4All Africa Hub.
During 2015, SEFA approved three enabling environment grants for a total amount of USD 2.6
million, primarily focused on “green” mini-grids. These include grants for the SE4All Africa Hub’s
Phase I of the Green Mini-Grid Development Programme and support to the Governments of
Rwanda and Mozambique for upstream technical assistance activities.
Multinational : Green Mini-Grid Development Programme (GMG/MDP)
USD 1 million approved for the SE4All Africa
Key Results
Target
Hub’s Green Mini-Grids (GMGs) Market
Development Programme (MDP), aimed at
Generation capacity
10MW
removing market barriers and strengthening
GMG households
the ecosystem for the scaling-up of GMG
connections
75,000
investments in Sub-Saharan Africa. The MDP
Debt and equity leverage
USD 50 million
will be implemented through five business lines
: market intelligence; business development
support; policy and regulatory support; access to finance and quality assurance (the latter to
be implemented in a subsequent phase). Immediate beneficiaries of the MDP include regional
economic communities, governments, public sector institutions, project developers and financing
institutions working on GMGs in Africa, while indirect beneficiaries include the communities that
achieve energy access through mini-grids. The MDP will support the emergence of a thriving GMG
sector in Sub-Saharan Africa, enable the scaling-up of investments in commercially viable clean
energy mini-grid projects across the continent, and promote access to modern and sustainable
electricity for households and businesses by supporting project developers. This will make an
important contribution towards SE4All’s goal of universal access to modern energy services by
2030 and lead to a number of positive outcomes, including local economic development, better
health services, improved education, and gender empowerment.

15
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Mozambique : Promotion of Renewable Energy
USD 740,000 approved to the Government
Key Results
Target
of Mozambique (GoM) for promotion of
small- and medium- sized investments in
Days negotiating PPA for RE
renewable energy, both on-grid and off-grid,
technology
Less than 60
in Mozambique, where energy access rates
Operations on RE/EE that
stand at 33% (2015) and vast and abundant
receive permits/authorizations
renewable energy sources still remain
from national responsible entity
17
untapped. The proposed project will support
the GoM in : (i) implementing the country’s first
Feed in Tariff regime for small/medium renewable energy projects through standardized PPAs,
grid connection guidelines and investor guidelines; (ii) preparation of the mini-grid regulatory
framework, in particular, tariff structure and design for mini-grids, technical regulations and
environmental regulations; and (iii) capacity building and awareness activities for national and local
(district and community level) representatives. This technical assistance project will play a key role
in unlocking funding for small-scale renewables in rural areas, with significant impacts in terms
of energy access for households and MSMEs, grid stability and therefore reliability of supply. It
will therefore reduce dependence on large-scale hydro and upcoming coal and gas projects. The
technical assistance will support the GoM reach its objective of developing at least 450MW from
small renewable projects and increasing national energy access to 50% by 2024.
Rwanda : Green Mini-Grid Support Programme
USD 840,000 to the Government of Rwanda
(GoR) to support the scale-up of green miniKey Results
Target
grid (GMG) projects in Rwanda through
Debt and equity leverage
USD 6.5 million
targeted interventions to strengthen the
Operations
on
RE/EE
that
enabling environment and pave the way for
receive permits/authorizations
strong private sector participation. Only 5%
from national responsible entity
20
of Rwanda’s rural population has access to
electricity (country-wide 23% of the population
has access), which is relatively low for the region, especially considering the country’s significant
untapped renewable energy potential, particularly in hydro and solar power. Given the size of
the country and population growth, GMGs are well placed to provide robust and cost-effective
energy access solutions, particularly in rural areas. Specific activities under this programme
include mini-grid feasibility studies for up to 20 selected sites. This includes technical feasibility
assessments, financial and economic analysis, and a framework of tariff and business models
for mini-grids, which will inform a plan for the rollout of projects by private developers supported
by the Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Programme (SREP) and other financing institutions. The
project is expected to contribute to the GoR’s targets for off-grid and mini-grid energy access
which include increasing household access to off-grid electricity to 22% by 2018 and connecting
at least 145,000 additional households to a power source by 2018.
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JUMEME - Power Supply - Tanzania
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IV-SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL AND
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE
In its 4 years of operation, SEFA has committed $52.953.155, (in grants and equity investment in AREF)
corresponding to a 90% implementation rate 5. Of this commitment, $11.965.484 has been disbursed,
which corresponds to 20% of available cash. There is an outstanding cash balance of $5.672.064 for
new commitments.

*Equity disbursements and PSF funds
**Funding commitments plus overhead

5

SEFA committed $52.95 million (amounts from project commitments in three components and overhead) which corresponds to 90% of
the cash paid-in by donors, i.e. actual amount disbursed by the donors to SEFA Trust Fund.
18
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Percentage of funds committed, uncommitted and disbursed by component

In terms of funding committed
seven projects were approved
- USD 2.67 million for three
environment grants, and a USD

to actual projects across the three components, in 2015
for a combined total of approximately USD 10 million
preparation grants, USD 2.58 million for three enabling
4.64 million equity investment through AREF for one project.

SEFA commitments and number of projects by component and year

Portfolio summary by component

19
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V-SCREENING OF REQUESTS
By the end of 2015, the SEFA Secretariat had screened 115 project preparation funding requests
for a combined total of over 5984 MW proposed installed capacity across the African continent,
with an average capacity of 70 MW and USD 80 million capital expenditure. The majority of the
requests came from West Africa (39 requests), followed by Southern Africa (28), East Africa (24)
and Central Africa (14). In terms of requests by technology, Solar PV and bio-energy appeared the
most often within the grant requests.

The main reasons for the rejection of %48 of the applications related to the projects’ early
development stage phase (pre-feasibility studies not completed) and/or requested investment
size (below SEFA’s threshold of USD 30 million). When rejecting the application, the SEFA
Secretariat refers the application to other initiatives such as the Climate Technology Initiative's
Private Financing Advisory Network (CTI-PFAN).

20
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JUMEME - Tanzania
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VI-NON LENDING ACTIVITIES

January 2015 : SEFA participated in the 5th session of the Assembly of the
International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) in Abu Dhabi, UAE. SEFA
also participated in a pre-assembly event on “Planning renewable energy strategies
: Africa power sector” showcasing the work of AfDB on enabling environment and
SE4All Action Agendas.
February 2015 : SEFA participated in the Scaling-Up Renewable Energy
Program (SREP) joint mission to Ghana together with AfDB (lead) and the
World Bank Group’s IFC teams to support the Government of Ghana in designing
a national Climate-Smart Investment Plan (IP) which was approved on May 13,
2015. Further to the technical support in IP design, SEFA is expected to cofinance the SREP IP through financing technical assistance and capacity building
for the renewable energy sector.
February 2015 : As the largest investor in the Africa Renewable Energy Fund
(AREF), SEFA participated in AREF’s Annual General Meeting (AGM) and
Investor Advisory Committee (IAC) meetings, which completed its first year of
operations in March 2015.
March 2015 : SEFA facilitated and participated in the one-day Inception
Workshop on “ECOWAS Policy for Mainstreaming Gender in Energy
Access”, held on February 24, 2015 at the AfDB’s headquarters in Abidjan.
This workshop was organized by the Bank in partnership with the ECOWAS
Regional Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency and the US National
Renewable Energy Laboratory.
March 2015 : As part of the celebration marking International Women’s Day, SEFA
participated in a roundtable event on March 6, 2015 at the Bank’s headquarter to
discuss the linkages between energy access and women’s health.

22
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March 2015 : SEFA participated in the 1st Annual Action Learning and
Exchange on Green Mini-Grids event organized by DFID and the Energy
Sector Management Assistance Program 6 in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, and
presented SEFA’s Green Mini-Grid program : the “enabling environment”
country packages and the Market Development Program that will be
implemented by the SE4All Africa Hub team.
April 2015 : SEFA participated in the 7th Africa Carbon Forum organized by
the Nairobi Framework Partners – United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change, UNEP/UNEP DTU Partnership , World Bank Group, AfDB,
and IETA 8 in Marrakech. SEFA participated in a plenary session “Policies for
Low-Carbon Development in the Energy Sector : Maximizing Action
on the Ground” which looked at ways to galvanize action on the ground
through targeted public policy that would unlock low carbon investments.
May 2015 : SEFA participated in the Clean Energy Mini-Grid session at the
SE4All Forum in New York which convened stakeholders from the private
sector, public sector, and civil society to discuss the current status of efforts
to enhance the clean energy mini-grids sector. At the event, SEFA launched
the Request for Expressions of Interest for Green Mini-Grid Country
Support Programmes targeting public sector actors.
June and August 2015 : SEFA participated in the “Joint Missions” of the
Scaling-Up Renewable Energy Program (SREP) for Rwanda (June 2015)
and Benin (August 2015) and made active contributions in the development
of the Uganda SREP Investment Plan to explore co-financing opportunities
and provide technical inputs on aspects of enabling environment and minigrid/off-grid energy financing.

6

Established in 1983, the Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) is a global, multi-donor technical assistance trust fund
administered by the World Bank Group and co-sponsored by 13 official bilateral donors

7

UNEP DTU Partnership (formerly UNEP Risø Centre (URC)) is a leading international research and advisory institution on energy, climate
and sustainable development. As a United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) Collaborating Centre, UNEP DTU Partnership is an
active participant in both the planning and implementation of UNEP’s Climate Change Strategy and Energy Programme.

8

The International Emissions Trading Association (IETA) is a nonprofit business organization created in June 1999 to establish a functional
international framework for trading in greenhouse gas emission reductions.
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September 2015 : SEFA was actively involved in co-organization of the twoday High-level Consultative Meeting towards a “New Deal” on Energy for
Africa. The event brought together energy sector leaders to help craft the next
steps towards the Transformative Partnership on Energy for Africa.
September 2015 : SEFA hosted and organized the West Africa Forum for
Clean Energy Financing (WAFCEF2) at the Bank’s headquarters, featuring
ten clean energy projects carefully selected in a regional business plan
contest. The projects showcased at the Forum represented a total aggregate
investment of nearly USD 480 million that could reduce greenhouse gas
emissions across West Africa by about 920,000 tonnes CO2 equivalent per year
and included biofuels, biomass, biogas, hydroelectric, solar and waste-to-energy
initiatives developed by entrepreneurs and companies from Burkina Faso, Côte
d’Ivoire, Ghana, Nigeria and Senegal, as well as a regional investment initiative.
WAFCEF2 was held in conjunction with a High-Level Consultative Meeting
towards a New Deal on Energy for Africa. Top ranked WAFCEF projects are given
due consideration for potential PPG funding by SEFA; The Nigeria Green Energy
and Biofuels and Cape Verde Wave2o, winners of WAFCEF I, are both receiving
SEFA grant and advisory support.
November 2015 : SEFA participated in the Nordic Seminar on Energy
opportunities in West Africa. A Nordic seminar was held in Abidjan on November
3, 2015 to discuss energy opportunities in West Africa. After discussing the energy
needs in Africa, some actors in the energy sector presented their initiatives and
projects, including SEFA. The seminar was important to enhance and strengthen
partnerships with other climate financing facilities.

WAFCEF2
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VII-OUTLOOK FOR 2016
Looking ahead to 2016 and beyond, SEFA is well positioned with a team of experts and partners
to deliver on its commitments as it scales-up its interventions in project origination, seed financing
and advisory services.
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Annex I: SEFA Results Log Frame
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Promoting job creation, private
sector led growth, and human
development through the use of
sustainable (affordable, reliable,
clean) energy

Energy Development Index (EDI)
Human Development Index (HDI)*

2012 HDI value
and EDI value for
each country

N/A

N/A

N/A

Access to modern energy
increased for SMEs and
households

New connections (number) for
projects

0 (2012)

150000
(2018)

0

309,600

Funding raised for RE projects
(financial leverage)

Total volume (of equity and
debt raised for RE projects USD
million)

0 (2012)

1,000
(2018)

0

936

Increase in RE in the energy mix

Aggregate installed RE capacity
(MW)

0 (2012)

500
(2018)

0

714

Direct employment creation
(sector/project level)

Jobs created at project sites
(number)

0 (2012)

450
(2018)

0

1,886

Reduction/avoidance of GHG
emissions (project level)

CO2 equiv. saved through use
of RE (tons)

0 (2012)

3,000,000
(2018)

0

155,100

OUTPUTS - I

RE projects supported by SEFA
reaching financial close

No. of projects receiving PPGs
reaching financial close - 1
project/year from 2014

0 (2012)

4
(2018)

0

0

RE projects receiving preinvestment assistance from SEFA

No. of PPGs awarded - 4-6 new
PPGs/year from 2013 to 2018

0 (2012)

30
(2018)

12

12

RE projects receiving equity and
managerial support

Committed capital invested (%)
Portfolio companies at end of
investment period (number)

0 (2013)
0 (2013)

90
(2018)
10
(2018)

32
3

32
3

Pre-investment support provided
to RE projects and entrepreneurs

Companies/projects supported
(number)

0 (2013)

20
(2018)

9

9

Improved investment
environment for RE projects

Countries with new policies - 3
countries/year supported from
2014 (number)

0 (2013)

12
(2018)

6

6

Completed activities related to
institutional support and capacity
development on RE/EE

People trained on RE/EE ***
(number)

0 (2013)

150
(2018)

0

221

Improved regulatory and market
conditions for Green Mini-Grids

No. of GMG enabling projects
- 5 country support packages
& Market Development
Programmes implemented

0 (2014)

6
(2018)

3

3

OUTPUTS - III

OUTCOMES

IMPACT

BASELINE

* Expected results to be delivered when current approved projects are implemented.
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OUTPUTS - II

RESULTS CHAIN

COMMITMENTS
BASED ON
PROJECTS
APPROVED*
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Annex II: Breakdown of Applications received by SEFA in 2015

Number of Requests Received by Region

Proposed Installed MW Capacity per Technology

Number of Requests Received by Quarter and Eligibility for Further Processing
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